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PLANEX Easy 
LHS-E 225 
Drywall Sander | $750.00

571935

Abrasive Grits

Simplify the drywall sanding experience with the 
PLANEX Easy Drywall Sander. This single-piece machine 
features easy plug-in and go design that is both easy to 
set up and easy to use. Intuitive controls combined with 
exceptional balance and low weight make the task of 
drywall sanding easier than ever.

Specialty Sanders

When paired with the available CT 36 AC Dust Extractor you will 
reduce jobsite clean-up while working in a cleaner environment 
thanks to the integrated dust extraction design that captures dust 
at the surface. This new PLANEX Easy if fully compatible with all 
existing Planex abrasives.

PLANEX Easy

Power consumption 400 watt

Idle engine speed 400 - 920 RPM

Interchangeable sanding  
pad dia. 8-1/2" (215 mm)

Abrasive dia. 8.9" (225 mm)

Length 63 (1.60 m)

Max. dust extraction  
connection dia. 1-1/16" (27 mm)

Dust extraction connection dia. 1-7/16" (36 mm)

Weight 8.8 lbs (4 kg)

PLANEX Easy LHS-E 225 EQ

Specifications

DISTRIBUTED BY:
Pro Wood Finishes
14622 Southlawn Lane
Rockville MD 20850
Ph: (301) 424-3033
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Specialty Sanders

Features + Capabilities

Reduced costs

The PLANEX Easy has our tested and durable 
Granat abrasives that reduce operating costs 
and total cost of ownership.

Near-edge sanding

Quick-release dust shroud allows for up-to-
the-wall sanding which reduces surface prep 
time by minimizing hand-sanding tasks.

Swiveling head

Move easily and sand into tight spots 
effortlessly guiding the PLANEX Easy where 
you need it most for an unparalleled surface 
fi nish.

Extendable

Use the PLANEX Harness with Reach 
Extenders to reduce stress and strain over a 
long day’s work—especially useful for ceiling 
work. Conveniently packed in a SYS MAXI.

More Details

Dust protection

Drywall dust is intrusive and abrasive. 
The PLANEX Easy is built to withstand the 
toughest demands with dust-sealed controls 
and gearbox.

Direct drive motor

Enjoy greater freedom-of-movement and 
longevity with the direct-drive EC TEC 
brushless motor with its motor-over-pad 
design and fl exible head joint.

Effortlessly transition from corded to cordless without compromising detailed 
performance. The DTSC 400 is balanced with a unique ergonomic battery for 
optimum performance and handling so you can achieve the best fi nished result.

See more on page 166.

DTSC 400

system. unmatched.
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Support Harness
Use the PLANEX Harness with Reach Extenders to reduce stress and strain over a long 
day’s work—especially useful for ceiling work. Conveniently packed in a SYS MAXI.

$260.00
496911

 
 

Guide Extension
Use one or more Reach Extenders to tackle the hardest to reach areas or even high ceilings, so you get 
an even, balanced fi nish over the entire surface. Each section adds 19-3/4" (0.5 m) to the reach of the 
PLANEX.

$235.00
495169

 
 

Wallpaper Perforator
Armed with two wide rolls of gear-driven, razor-sharp teeth, the Wallpaper Perforator is the serious 
wallpaper removal tool for professionals. Easily form water pockets over broad surfaces quickly 
and easily. Adjustable depth for perfect control no matter the surface. And with its pivoting head and 
extendable handle, the Wallpaper Perforator reaches the toughest spots with ease for even coverage and 
easier removal.

$170.00
495747

Sander Backing Pad
Includes Soft Pad, Interface Pads. (2 pieces)

$130.00
496106

Interface Sander Backing Pad $55.00
496140

 Saphir D225 P24 (25x)  
 

$80.00
495174

 Saphir D225 P36 (25x)  
 

$80.00
495175

Sander Backing Pad
Soft and Medium density pads cover all general applications, and an interface pad is 
perfect for delicate curves and contours.

$112.00
202546

Sander Backing Pad $112.00
202546

Specialty Sanders

ACCESSORIES

 
 
Grit Abrasives
Granat offers the longest abrasive life for the toughest demands and can be used on nearly any surface 
while offering the widest grit range. Turn to Saphir for the toughest, most challenging surfaces.

 Granat D225 P40 (25x)  
 

$42.00
499634

 Granat D225 P60 (25x)  
 

$42.00
499635

 Granat D225 P80 (25x)  
 

$42.00
499636

 Granat D225 P100 (25x)  
 

$42.00
499637

 Granat D225 P120 (25x)  
 

$42.00
499638

 Granat D225 P220 (25x)  
 

$42.00
499641

 Granat D225 P240 (25x)  
 

$42.00
499642

 Granat D225 P320 (25x)  
 

$42.00
499643

 Granat D225 P150 (25x)  
 

$42.00
499639

 Granat D225 P180 (25x)  
 

$42.00
499640

 PLANEX EASY ACCESSORIES

 

 
 

Convenient storage and transport bag with reinforcement points to protect Planex Easy sander.  Balanced 
design for ease-of-carry with center handles.  Durable fabric withstands jobsite use.

Bag LHS-E 225

202477
$160.00

203190
$37.00

201895
$115.00Standard sanding pad for the Planex Easy. Optimized for use on various drywall surfaces - fl at and 

contour. Resilient temperature-resistant hook features strong grip and durability.

ST-STF D 2158-LHS-E

203189
$26.00

Detachable part of the brush strip of the PLANEX LHS 225 EQ sanding head. For PLANEX easy, LHS-E 
225EQ in self-service display pack.

BS-LHS-E 225

As a replacement for used brush strip. For PLANEX Easy, LHS-E 225EQ in self-service display pack.
BE-LHS-E 225
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Rubin 2 Abrasives

Granat Abrasives

For a complete listing of abrasives, including Saphir, Platin 2, and Vlies—plus additional pack 
quantities for Rubin 2 and Granat—please visit festoolusa.com/abrasives.

Abrasives

Thanks to its amazing versatility and durability, 
Festool’s Granat abrasive is gaining a reputation 
as the “ultimate abrasive” for both fi nished and 
bare wood surfaces. Originally designed for 
solvent-based high-VOC surfaces and paints, 
its anti-clogging properties are well-suited for a 
broad range of applications, including clear coats, 
composites, mineral and solid surfaces.

Building on the industry-leading performance 
of the original Rubin abrasive, Festool’s Rubin 2 
sets a new standard for effi ciency—perfect for all 
wood-fi nishing applications. Rubin 2 is designed to 
minimize the time spent on each level with a 30% 
faster removal rate and a 30% longer sheet life.
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Abrasives

Features + Capabilities

Sanding pads

More Details

Dust extraction

Your best fi nish

Finish faster

Designed for rapid grit progression, you’ll 
spend less time getting from 80 to 220, 
achieving the best possible fi nished surface in 
the least amount of time.

Versatile

Exceptional anti-clogging properties make 
Granat an ideal solution for a wide range of 
painted and fi nished surfaces, in addition to 
virtually any wood application.

Rubin 2 is designed to quickly shed wood 
fi bers, eliminating clogging so the abrasive 
stays sharp, leading to a 30% faster removal 
rate.

Save money

Since Rubin 2 is designed to prevent clogging 
due to the buildup of pitch and wood fi bers, 
you’ll get up to 30% longer life out of every 
sheet.

Just like so many of our tools, our 
abrasives are designed with dust extraction 
as a primary consideration. It isn’t enough 
to just put holes in the paper; they have to 
work together with the pad for optimum 
airfl ow while ensuring consistent fi nish 
results. All this with less mess and longer 
lasting abrasives.

High quality

Quality is more than what goes into making 
an abrasive—it’s what you get out of an 
abrasive. Festool abrasives are designed to 
match the performance of Festool sanders 
for the ultimate in fi nish quality; which is 
the quality that matters most.

High performance

A high-performance abrasive is one that 
cuts quickly and effi ciently with minimal 
loading, uniform scratch patterns, 
durability and a long, long life. Get more 
mileage out of your abrasives with Festool.

Easily overlooked but essential to ultimate sanding performance, Festool 
Sanding Pads are designed and built for perfectly smooth sanding results while 
surviving the most demanding applications. Available in different densities and 
types, sanding pads are the secret to great fi nishes.

system. unmatched.
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Vlies

A100VL 10
A320VL 10

A100VL 10
A320VL 10
A800VL 10

RO 125

ETS 125

RO 150

ETS 150

ETS EC 125

ETS EC 150

Saphir

P50 25
P80 25

RO 90

Granat

P40 25
P60 25
P80 25
P100 25
P120 25
P150 25
P180 25
P220 25
P240 25
P320 25

Saphir

P24 25
P36 25

LHS 225 & PLANEX Easy

Abrasives

201131 $38.00
201132 $38.00

201126 $38.00
201127 $38.00
201128 $38.00

495174 $80.00
495175 $80.00

499634 $42.00
499635 $42.00
499636 $42.00
499637 $42.00
499638 $42.00
499639 $42.00
499640 $42.00
499641 $42.00
499642 $42.00
499643 $42.00

498298 $21.00
487518 $21.00

Grit Qty. Item Price

Grit Qty. Item Price

Grit Qty. Item Price

Grit Qty. Item Price

Grit Qty. Item Price


